Back by Popular Demand!

In partnership with the DPI, CESA 5 is again offering you cash for your quality CTE resources! Do you have a classroom activity, lesson, or resource that your peers could benefit from having access to? We'll pay you for them!

This year, you also have a second option: highlighting quality elements in your CTE program!

Option 1: CTE In a Minute

CESA 5 will pay Wisconsin CTE teachers $50 per WISELearn resource & explainer video.

Eligible Instructors

- Business & Information Technology
- Health Science
- Marketing, Management, and Entrepreneurship

How many can I do?

Instructors may curate up to 10 resources for a total of $500.

127 resources are available for contract on a first come, first serve basis.

Option 2: Elements of High Quality Programs

- 10 - 15 minute modules highlighting best practices in B&IT / MMEE Programs
- Based on ACTE’s Quality CTE Program of Study Framework ([bit.ly/2EtuxRm](https://bit.ly/2EtuxRm))
- 12 contracts will be awarded, 1 for each of the 12 elements of the Framework
- Videos should describe your district’s approach to the element you have chosen to demonstrate.
- Apply here: [bit.ly/2DFOynm](https://bit.ly/2DFOynm) (elements available for contracts will be updated as contracts are awarded)

More information and application processes can be found at: [https://www.cesa5.org/departments/wiselearn.cfm](https://www.cesa5.org/departments/wiselearn.cfm)